
 LAVIT BEVERAGE SYSTEM
RESET AND MAINTENANCE GUIDE

Safety brewed
together

For technical questions, issues or if your equipment has been 
disconnected for an extended period of time, please reach out 
to our service team: 1-866-468-1458 ext: 4

Your partner for business coffee solutions

As your coffee service provider, health and safety are our top priorities. The following guide 
provides information from the manufacturer on measures you can implement for safe use 
of your LAVIT beverage system. 

For optimal maintenance of your Safety Brewed Together™ water station, we recommend you 
follow the reset and maintenance guidelines below for your LAVIT beverage system.

THE FOLLOWING PROCESS 
SHOULD BE CONDUCTED BY YOUR 
VAN HOUTTE COFFEE SERVICES 
TECHNICAL TEAM

B

1.  Decommission the L AVIT machine as described in the decommissioning  
   process.

2.  Flush all lines leading to any and all equipment attached to the local
  water source.

3.  Change all f ilters prior to using any equipment that sources its water
  from the cit y, count y, or local water systems.

4.  Set the L AVIT machine back up as you would during the initial installation 
  – your VHCS installer and/or service technicians will know how this
  process needs to be performed.

5.  Let the machine run for 24 hrs to allow the Ozonator to properly clean the 
  system prior to use.

A TO DECOMMISSION YOUR LAVIT

1.  Turn off the water supply to the machine.

2.  Locate a suitable sized bucket to drain the still and sparkling water 
      (1.5 gallons minimum).

3.  Remove drip tray.

4.  Unplug the cooler and position it over the bucket for draining.

5.  Remove the rear drain plug and drain water into the bucket until the flow 
      stops  - tilt the cooler to ensure all water is drained. (Reinstall drain plug 
      with the # 2 Stainless Steel Screw).

6.  ONLY drain the soda water tank after the main tank has been fully drained.

7.  Plug the cooler back in. Make sure water supply is ‘OFF’ and then access 
      the water setup program and select “empty soda function” in the water 
      setup screen.

8.  Pull the cooler forward and place a bucket below the beverage dispensing area.

9.  Drain the soda fully until it blows only CO2 gas.

10. Set the LAVIT machine back up as you would during an initial installation      
       and allow the machine to operate for 24hrs - this will allow the Ozonator
       to fully sanitize the equipment.

11.  Please ensure the end-user runs at least one sparkling water and one
       regular beverage through the dispenser and disposes of these prior to
       using the machine for the first time.


